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“I’ll do your crazy, if you’ll do mine.” – Ben Decker 
 

After moving into a new house, Ben Decker works to lead his family toward an idealized 
future while running from the demons of his past. Their new neighbor has other plans. 

 
A new house seems the perfect remedy to mending Ben Decker’s scars. 

He’s a pill pusher that loves movies. 
He’s a family man that looks to the future. 

But with every home, comes neighbors, and Jean Jackson wants more than a cup of sugar. 
It’ll take more than green grass and picket fences to slay his demons. 

Lock your doors and close the shades. 
This suburban nightmare begins now! 
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Synopsis (Annotation):  Ben Decker’s efforts to wash out tragedy and crippling grief with a new 
house leave him desperate to keep his family intact when their neighbors’ ulterior motive comes 
to the surface. 
 
Author Bio: 
Dan McDowell is a husband and father by day, and an author by night. The end result, chilling 
stories with gritty and real people facing unmistakable obstacles. With inspiration emerging from 
the best and the worst of Dan's nightmares, memories, and hyperactive imagination, he weaves 
tales of bizarre and intriguing proportions into a new stratosphere of descriptive writing that 
remains both distinct and thought provoking. He and his family reside in the San Antonio, Texas, 
area. 
 
Early Reviews: 
 
“A chilling psychological thriller… A master storyteller, Dan McDowell’s literary style is rich in 
vivid details and visual imagery. ” - Maria Beltran, Readers’ Favorite 
 
“McDowell chills from the first page to the last. Don’t let Miss Jean hitch a ride into your 
nightmares.” - Greg Hoover, Author, the Witching of the King 
 
“Filled with intrigue and nail-biting thrills… a page-turner, and I could not put it down…” 
- Alma Boucher, Readers’ Favorite 

 
Pending Review 
 
BestThrillers 
Additional Readers’ Favorite Reviews 
The Prairies Book Review 
Sublime Book Review  
Steven Rigolosi, Author, The Haunting of Kinnawe House 
 
Awards: 
 
Accolades for Dan McDowell 

2022 Readers' Favorite Gold Medal Winner (Pool Man, 2022) 

2021 Runner Up-Maxy Awards Horror (Level Zero, 2021) 

2021 Finalist-Best Thrillers Book Awards (Level Zero, 2021) 
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